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ABSTRACT
Interferon are a family of naturally occurring glycoprotein, produced by animal and

cultural cell in response to viral infection which in turns inhibits viral replication. Interferon
have been identified as Alpha, Beta and Gamma.  Gamma interferon has proved to be effective
against blood cancer. This present study shows the vaccination of interferon  gamma against
blood cancer using Bioinformatic tools. Bioinformatic tools (Fasta, Blast, clustalW and
Phylodendron) selected. Select protein or nucleotide sequence from data base available at
NCBI site. Convert it into Fasta format and save it and refer it as query sequence.

Search homologous sequences of query sequence by running Blast. Select some of
the sequences from Blast hits and run ClustalW to get multiple sequences alignment in
order to get evolutionary distance between query and Blast sequences. Run Phylodendron
to get tree which helps to get the closest related sequences and save the result carefully for
interpretation and further analysis. 136 Blast hits of protein sequences obtained with query
sequences. Phylodendron study shows closest relationship of query sequence with  Oryza
sativa in plant.

Since it is known interferon synthesized in the organism in response to viral infection.
So this study showing that interferon gamma found in Oryza sativa as a natural glycoprotein
so the gene coded for these protein can be extracted or can be cloned in huge amount
through Recombinant DNA technology.
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INTRODUCTION
Interferon is protective against viral

infection. It is act as regulator of the complex
defence network that protect the body against
infection and development of malignant cells.
Interferon is classified into three type, interferon
alpha, produced by monocyte and B
lymphocytes, interferon beta, produced by

monocytes, fibroblast and epithelial cells and
interferon gamma, produced by T cells.
Interferon is involved in the control of
phagocytic body cells that engulf and kills
various pathogen1,2.

Interferon are a family of inducible
glycoprotein produced by eukaryotic cells in
response to viral infection and other microbial
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pathogen that reproduced within host cell. The
production of interferon occurs shortly after
such infection3.

Interferon are produced by infected
tissue cell. Interferon alpha and beta and by
certain lymphocyte blood cell. Interferon
gamma that are part of the body immune
defence system. These interferon limit the
ability of virus to replicate within most cell of
the body. Interferon is given to stimulate the
body own’s immune system to fight some type
of cancer. It may do one or more following :
   1. Slow down or stops cancer cell division.
   2. Reduce the ability of cancer cell to

protect themselves from the immune
system.

   3. Strengthen the body immune system.
The action of interferon involve a series

of two independent molecular events that
induce and antiviral cellular state. Interferon
bind to specific surface receptor of uninfected
cell, stimulating them to produced at least two
enzyme. One of these enzyme (2’5’
oligoadenylate synthatase) catalyse the
synthesis of unusual polymer (2’5’
oligoadenylate) that activate an intercellular
ribonuclease. This ribonuclease (degrade) the
viral RNA genome thereby inactive viral
replication.

The other enzyme produce in response
to interferon is a protein kinase, catalyses the
phosporylation  of factor eIF-2 that is required
for the initiation of protein synthesis. The
phosphorylation eIF-2 is inactive therefore
protein synthesis ceases including synthesis of
viral protein3,4.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Bioinformatics tool (Fasta, Blast,

ClustalW and Phylodendron) Selected. Us
Nation Centre for Biotechnology
information(NCBI) to every sequence in its
Entrez databank. The NCBI collect sequence
from a variety of sources including primary

archival data collected and patent application.
Select protein or nucleotide sequence from data
base available at NCBIs ite.

A very common format for sequence
data is derived from conventions of Fasta, a
programme for Fasta alignment by W.R.
Person. Many programme use Fasta format
for reading sequence or for reporting result.
Select protein sequence convert it into Fasta
format and save it refer it as query sequence.

The Blast programme are local similarity
search method that concentrate or finding short
identical matches which may contribute to a
total match search homologous sequence of
query sequence by running blast5.

ClustalW is a multiple sequence
alignment method is produced in order to predict
which sequence position are likely to
correspond these position will appear in vertical
alignment for each aligned position. Phylogenic
trees that require the smallest number of
evolutionary change to produce to observe
sequence change are identified. This analysis
is continued for every position in the sequence
alignment. Run clustalW to get multiple
sequence alignment in order to get evolutionary
distance between query and blast sequence.

Run phylodendron to get tree which helps
to get the closest related sequence and save
the result carefully for interpretations and
further analysis6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
136 Blast hits of protein sequence of

interferon obtained with query sequence.
ClustalW showed multiple sequence alignment
with query sequence. Phylodendron study
showed closest evolutionary relationship with
Oryza sativa (plant). Study shows that the
plant like Oryza sativa having a gene which is
coding for the glycoprotein (interferon), which
is useful for treating the various dreadful
diseases( in present study blood cancer). So
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the gene coded for these protein can be
extracted or can be cloned in huge amount
through recombinant DNA technology and
hence can be commercially used.

CONCLUSION
Interferon protecting against viral

infection, it act as regulator of the complex
defence network that protect the body against
infection and development of malignant cells.
Interferon inhibit many stage of replicative cycle
of virus.

Since it is known interferon synthesized

in the organism in response to viral infection.
So this study showing that interferon gamma
found in Oryza sativa as a natural glycoprotein
so the gene coded for these protein can be
extracted or can be cloned in huge amount
through Recombinant DNA technology.
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